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Tower Court Evelyn Peirce
Wilder Eleanor Bear
Wood Marjory Siske:
New Wood House President
Mary Gilmor'
Village House Officers for Upperclass
Seven New Foreign Students
Pursue Study At Wellesley
Foreign students so soon make a
place for themselves in college that we
often forget that only a year ago they
?re studying in schools and colleges
Last year, Frattlein Emmy Ortmann
is a student at Berlin University,
mpleting her third year there after
having special preparation in English
French at a Berlin Gymnasium.
she is doing research work here
teaching some classes in beginning
German. Fraiilein Ortmann is
)r a doctor's degree and is going
;in a thesis on the works of Lord
i and Heine. She will pre
finish her degree in Germany,
after that "some day" she will I
interpreter. But Wellesley offers much
to Fraiilein Ortmann aside from aca
pursuits. There is the New Eng
country with its beauty, and also
are the many Wellesley sports
Golf seem to appeal most to this stu-
lt, but archery and skiing are not
Continued on Page 8, Column 2>
COMING EVENTS
At 8:00 P.M.. Thursday, October 18,
the first of this year's concerts will
take place at Alumnae Hall. The Bos-
ton Symphony Orchestra gave the
opening concert at Alumnae Hall in
1924, just after its completion. Since
then, under Dr. Serge Koussevitzky, it
son at Wellesley, sometimes returning
for a second concert later in the year.
The full orchestra will play and the
program will be printed in the NEWS
unless some are returned at the
El Circulo Castellano will hold its
first meeting of the year in Shakes-
peare on Friday, October 12.
t=]
This year's opening of the Mathe-
matics Club will be held at 7:30 on
Friday, October 12, at Agora. All
sophomores who are electing mathe-
matics are invited.
r=i
Tryouts for Barnswallows Informals
Plays are to be held on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings/ October 16th and
hf-M'slllps
Fall Informals. to be 1
third, are Beauty and the Jacobin, by
Booth Tarkington; Overtones, by Alice
Gerstenberg, and Shall We Join the
Ladies, by Sir James M. Barrie. Read
play :
Hall.
18 Belair Edith Pierce
25 Leighton Helen Pocock
25 Weston Theodora Ward






Please come to Room
Building, Friday, October 12,
Varied Activities Planned
For Christian Association
leadership of ', Wheeler, is plan,




to furnish flowers for every Sunday
chapel service. The idea was sug-
gested by three freshmen from Home-
stead who. impressed by the beauty of
the chapel, wondered if it could not
always be adorned as it was on Flower
Sunday.
)f interest to many, too. is the year-
cycle of Sunday evening meetings,
which are this year to deal with practi-
lersonal religion. One of the
;rs of the series, which will soon
begin, is to be Dr. Tweedy of the Yale
School of Theology.
:ial service work in Boston,
which is annually carried on under the
auspices of Christian
I "Continued on Page












Classes. They are a medium by which
responsible leaders of opinion
vey their message to the pul
stricted.








Most of America's citizens blithely
accept the reputation of their country
as having an "open door policy." The
tioned severely by many people in con-
nection with the Firestone concession
in Liberia. Raymond Leslie Buell in
his work on The Native Problem in
Africa has pointed out the conditions
as they now stand in Liberia, and has
shown the position taken so far by the
United States Government.
Liberia apparently feared that at-
tempts, were being made by France to
gain political power over part of her
(Liberia's) territory- In accepting the
Firestone Agreements, the Liberian
government thought they were securing
freedom from French
since the United States
they
believed that the Firestone
would be stimulating to ec<
tivity in the country witho
the shape of a loan. It seems that
Mr. H. S. Firestone Anally obtained a
loan agreement.
At present the President of the
United States designates the Financial
Advisor to the Liberian Government,
who is then appointed by the Liberian
President. The State Department of
the United States arranges the arbitra-
tion of disputes under the Firestone
and Loan agreements. The State De
partment has refused to publish thi
text of the Loan Agreement on th<
grounds that it is n
fair, but the above
indicate that
considerably involved. It is felt by
many people, not only in this country,
but in Liberia and Europe, that the
United States has jeopardized the in-
dependence of Liberia in its financal
World Unity Conference
Sunday, October 14
7:30 P. M. College Chapel
World Unity Through Science and
Religion
KIRTLEY F. MATHER, Ph.D.
Department of Geolocv. Harvard
Monday, October 15
7:30 P. M. Billings Hall
Our Changing World and Its New
Demand for Unity
DR. JOHN HEYMAN RANDALL
Director of World Unity Foundation
Three Excellent Readings
To Be Presented This Fall
The Department of Reading
Speaking announces three unusually
illiant readings for the 1928-29 sea-
n. AH three performances will be
ven at eight o'clock in Alumnae Hall.
Miss Angna Enters will give Com-
mtions in Dance Form on October
th. She is considered the greatest
mce mime of our time in New York
id London. Her art is "too original
classed by those who have seen hei
that of Pavlova, while critic:
hailed her performances as equa,
lish and beauty to those of thi
Isadora Duncan." Stark Young
art, "You look at it as vou look at a
Socialists Plan To
Outlaw War and Graft
By Henry R. Mussey
This article by Mr. Mussey of the
Economics Department is the first of
a series of signed articles written by
members of the faculty, which the
NEWS hopes to publish in its fall
issues. Next week further information
regarding the political campaign will
be contributed in an article by Miss
Appleton of the History Department.
The Socialists have one advantage over
the old parties. They have no hope of
winning, so they can devote their whole
campaign to the task of public educa-
tion (propaganda, if you do not happen
to like their gospel). They start with
the assumption that the underlying
division in society is between capital
owners on the one hand and workers
on the other. Hence, they say, there
can be no really significant differences
between the two old parties, both capi-





the use and benefit of all instead of
the private profit of the privileged few."
To meet this large order, what do the
Socialists propose? To begin with,
with a publicly owned and democratic-
ally operated giant power system to
the
She is a "miracle." a 'revelation.'
this young dancer of Flemish and Aus-
trian bloc d, not yet twenty-three. She
is not or ly an actress, a dancer and
but a "creative painter of
dance foi ms." No superfluous gesture,
nor one that is haphazard, does she
allow in ier compositions. She is ex-
quisilely eautiful, enchanting and ac-
lainied ; s a genius.
•DEIRDRE" TO BE GIVEN
Mary Agnes Doyle will give John
Millington Synge's Deirdre on Novem-
22nd.
Page 6, Column 3)
Federal Trade Commission's invest
tion; second, of coal, to cure a
industry for which the old parties
pose nothing; and third, of raih
and banks, to prevent the evils of
I'ate profit-making management, often
)f monopolistic character. These
neasures they expect to help the
farmer, to whom they offer in addition
:ooperative marketing, with cooperative
ind government ownership of grain
levators and stockyards operated on a
Their platform likewise demands
higher taxes on large incomes, on corp-
Continued on Page 2, Column 1)
Agora Has Charge Of Political
Rally To Be Held Here Nov. 2
i Continued on Page 2. Column 2)
Following a custom begun in Wel-
lesley in 1919, there is to be a large
political rally in college on Friday
evening, November 2, five days before
selected from the college at large, but
will work under the direction of
Agora Society.
The great event will be a real political
lots of noise. In spite of the straw
vote taken here last year the majority
college will not march under the
r of Hoover. How each student
to the strains of East Side, West
»• to the cry, "Down with Capi-
i\ill depend wholly on her dor-
-. In this the college will show
the Mussolini form of suppression of
private opinion, for the Committee will
decree the political policy to be fol-
lowed by each house. Beside the reg-
ular political parties, it is expected
that other interests will be represented,
and Big Business, Loyal Supporters of
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)
DON'T FORGET PAY DAY!
October 16 and 17
In the C. G. Office
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
LflTTIIWORE GUIDES AUDIENCE
ALONG ASIAN CARAVAN ROUTES
On October 5 in Billings Hall, Mr.
Owen Lattimore. the renowned Orien-
tal traveler, guided an enthusiastic
delegation from the Geography and
History Departments along "Old Roads
Lattimore started his journey from
i Mongolia
Turkestan with the double
the hypocrisy of both old
es on prohibition, and say.s iinnldy
the Socialist Party also is d
partisan question, which,






Torclies Mary Allen Blackford
Transparencies Elizabeth Shurmev
Filene's Wellesley Shop
An outfit of "Possibilities'
;ans inadequate buying
consequent competition
for foreign markets, and ultimately
ultimately to do away
with this necessity, they
mediate withdrawal from Nicaragua;
explicit declaration that American in-
vestments abroad are at sole risk of
• and that the government
will use no military or other coercion
to protect them; cancellation of war
debts on condition of corresponding
cancellation of inter-allied debts and
reparation claims and reduction of
the League
Nations on conditions making for
ace; recognition of Russia; outlawry
war; and independence for the Pili-
pinos. Brewster, '29 (clwirman)
, Louise
On the basis of this platform, under Allen '29 (ex-officio, as president of
the able and attractive leadership of Agora), Mary Bressler '29 (ex-officio, as
Norman Thomas and James H. Maurer, vice-president of Agora). Eleanor Peck
the Socialists are conducting an active '30, Barbara Drake. '31 and Priscilla
campaign. Insisting that there is no Place, '3?.. The chairman of the various
genuine issue between the old parties committees are:
they unsparingly and impartially ex- Arrangements Olive Grabill
coriate both for their corruption in
power, setting Teapot Dome over Floats Emily Cornell
against Queens sewer graft. Condemn- Grttrra! chairman of houses
ing every appeal to religious, racial and Margaret Ward




Plutarco Ellias Calles, one-time
country school teacher and now presi-
dent of Mexico is to resume his former
role for the benefit of the nation, if
all goes well. All Mexico is to be the
student body, and President Calles will
assume the role of professor of applied
politics in the democratic form of gov-
ernment. The Mexican president vows
that he is going to do all that is pos-
sible to avoid any right to the title of
"Dictator," believing that all dictators i
were originally only very enthusiastic |
patriots. He promises to "quit in time."
But the country must be educated to
the modern standards of government
and a Grand Partido Nacional must be
the means of coordinating the various
revolutionary parties and teaching them
to argue with words rather than bul-
lets. Mexico's new teacher is to try to
eradicate from the minds of the popu-
lace the old saying that their country
must be governed from horseback.
t=]
Silent as ever, President Coolidge
refused to bring into the press again
the question of the French War Debt.
Prompt refusal of Poincare's suggestion
to ally the French Debts with the Ger-
man Reparations indicated that the
policy of payment was settled and
would not be changed. All nations but
France have paid their debts apart
from any reparations incurred from the
defeated governments.
Viscount Allenby, the almost legendary
general of the Palestine campaign.
General and Lady Allenby have come
to this country as a mark of honor to
the American soldier, and will attend
the American Legion Convention at
San Antonio, Texas. Following dra-
matically upon the Kaiser's pompous
entrance into Jerusalem through a spe-
ially torn hole in the ancient city wall.
Allenby. out of respect for the holy city.
ON CAMPUS
111!' Ell'.-llMl
game by extra practises on Thursday
and Saturday afternoons, the heads of
hockey offered some diversion to the
Tuesday evening at Alumnae Hall
Orders were to bring a quarter and an
appetite not too large, and a further
Duriny the present week the college
may expect a rather general avalanche
of sophomores into the Libe. Past
generations have found that there is
no place like the Libe to show off a
new ring to advantage. Freshmen




rings have arrived at last this week,
and the sophomores are now devoting
their spare time to practising how one
may most gracefully drape one's hand
across a dictionary or Bible so the
unted
inns conqueror o| the Turk- though
was, entered, quietly and without
emony, on foot. Reminiscent of the
jsades is this general's whole story
the retaking of the Holy City after
many years in the hands of the
larles A. Lindbergh has fol-
ither's faith and has defi-
his lot with the Republi-
cans. In a telegram to Hoover from
St. Louis he volunteers his admiration
for the G. O. P. candidate and says
that he considers his election of "su-
In Barnard, too, a thriving Republi-
can Club has been started. Elizabeth
Hughes, the daughter of Charles Evans
Hughes, is largely responsible for its
organization. In swift comeback two
Southern girls organized a Democratic
Club which, so far, has some ninety
members. Dean Gildersleeve has an-
nounced her intention of voting for
Smith, but the Republicans lead with
one hundred and thirty-six voters. Mrs.
Franklin Roosevelt and Mrs. Louis
Slade will speak to the college in a
political meeting. The rally and torch-
light parade will be held on Novem-
ber fifth.
Canadian papers have been boiling
over with interest in our unique presi-
dential campaign, and daily are filled
with abundant material, not always
correct, on the two candidates. As the
wind blows at present. Smith would
readily carry Canada. The earnest,
steady, statesman of the Hoover va-
riety is well known in Canadian poli-
tics, but the Smith variety with its
East-Side background is a new phe-
nomena to our northern neighbors.
Eight out of nine provinces have de-
cided prohibition is not feasible, so
Canada is inclined to favor the Demo-
cratic gentleman who also distrusts the
prohibition of liquor. Canadians, too,
have always been a little prone to re-
sent the United States tariff that dis-
courages an American market for the
Dominion's agricultural products.
Tlm.se who have risked life and limb
-especially limb—in noble endeavor to
each the door of Billings Auditorium
n an icy, sleety day, will have cause
o rejoice at the attempts now being
nade to prevent disaster this winter.
; below the sidewalk; and they
after much digging, carefully
ered and examined. But alas,
'il demon who so loves to imperil
ealth and happiness of the col-
in the pipes below,





direction, the only thing to do
search the drains above. In th<
the porte-cochere
the leaves of too many autumns, tin
difficulty has been located. The onl;
question now is, what to do about it
It is to be hoped, however, that i
remedy will be discovered, and tha
one will no longer have to feel lik(




bit of repairing that is being
brought to the attention of
the college is the widening of the
Founders Parking Space. This ad-
Saturday mornings—be very accept-
able; but while it is under construction
the classes in Founders are meeting
petition.
at Tower Court on t lie eveniiv-i of Mon-
day. October 7. She is also to be at
home to seniors on Tuesday evenings
hereafter.
Thursday night found two big fires
raeklinu away down in the mysteri-
us hollows of the famous "Pit," found
crowd of shadowy figures roasting
iot dogs, eating doughnuts, pickles and
found them singing be-
ween "courses." In !
jolly, all-college cr pit 1
Wrigley Kidlets frolicked with
Schoolgirl Complexions, Clicquot Es-
kimos drank Moxie, and a good time
was had by all at the Advertising
Party given by the Freeman girls last
week. The joy of the party was com-
pleted with the arrival of gallons of
Moxie, dozens of lollypops and enough









ONE ROOM FOR STUDENTS' GUESTS
EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHY
artistically done at the
NICHOLAS STUDIO
---£ T. Slattery Co.
Is your dress allowance limited?




29 SOPlenty of I
SCARCE I
frock
I |.\ ( ; I'll. 29.5
Choose a cunning poke or a saucy beret
from a special group
You will find the
plenty of black
of felt and soleil hats, 8.00 O QQ




We recommend for your
trial fresh





The best of edibles can be
delivered to you by
We Wellesley-
Fruit Company




LUNCHEON - TEA - DINNER
Wellesley Guest House
9 Abbott Street, Wellesley






branch at 58 Central Street for
the I'tunnm year. We expect to
hold a few special .sale* thioiiuh
dale reopen a branch again per-
manently.
In the ineaiiimie we cordially
invite all .student* and members
of the iiiculty who arc interested
in books for their permanent
280 Dartmouth Street, Boston,
between Newbury Street and
Commonwealth Avenue.
At present we are having an
mteiestini; display and sale of
Rare Printed Books from the
rarlie.Nl d;ile. l-!:-in in i lie Modern
Recommended




The Beet Abridged Dictionary—Based up
WEBSTER 3 NEW INTERNATIONAL




privilege ol having cars in
i ever. There could not be
re beautiful spot to drive
! attempt would hardly be risked volun-
tarily by anyone in her right mind with
1 aspirations of remaining in college.
Certainly such a state of affai
"<es wisdom seem like a pretty th:
eer. Under the American systei
i the Phi Beta Kappa mind hun






ir than ever before, and therefore th,
;n more care must be taken in driv- '. crj
in Boston, and elsewhere. All t
es of driving here suggested by t
NMVS all I
It is a hectic, squirrel-like
The avid worker snatches
es and scurries away to hide,
in her mind, but in an indis-
heap (that might just as well
). There are several here who
knowledge for its own sake
who, therefore, deplore this in-
Watch out for pedestrians
Keep to the right side of
Take care going around
satiable habit of
they large or sm
i important facts
! the fly from the
;
edge and set dow
:
often losing all
The difficulty is no <
'. not perhaps unfair to supj
brain can during a year
a. The corner at Fiske, Infirmary. facts for five or more se
Homestead. The Zoology Building
, f W01-k? The solution
and Shakespeare are particularly double one of training our
nentally awake and
note-taking, and al
should be put at the sides of I fewer fle ,ds of work with
curves for outside visitors. tunity to absorb each pro;








All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 10 A. M. on
Sunday.
iOU SCNDAV SPORT
the Wellesley Sundaythe repeal of
hard-working Senate.
The law has been a source of irri-
tation in many ways. In the spring
term when the days get longer and
Tupelo Point is again populated with
"dates," one would like to play tennis,
for instance, after supper. To prohibit
playing in the romantic hour of twi-
light seems too cruel!
The rest of the year, the days are
too short except for play in the morn-
ing or afternoon. For those carrying
"library" courses, sports are obviously
impossible on Sunday as the law stands
now. Such a disgusting combination
sistent with the colle
which forever seeks I
aphorism that "healt
PLEA FOR CLIO
the Wellesley College News:
11, oh Editor, to thee I bring
C Err.
Mae Reader, ex- '97
Selina Levi, ex-"08
Gertrude Carter, '96







Kirby, Katherine Elsa Greent
Lyman. Mary Harriet Harwood,
Marion. Alice May S. Patterson. '92
Orton, Saral P. Mary P. Follet
Osgood, Elizabeth Florence Cook. '04
Ott, Nancy
Parrott. Flore
Florence M. Hubbard. '95
Peck. Rosamund May E. Kellogg, '96
Smythe, Barbara Dorothy Hancock, '08
Spear, Dorothey Rachel Reeve, 00
Swett. Elizabeth Helen Eager. '9
Thayer, Mary
Harriet M. Coburn, ex-'9
Whittlesey. Margaret
Mary R. Eastma;
is to be Robert Hillyer. who
>r us so winsomely six years age
of Harvard, he was then ai
it in English at his own univer
which he returns with profes
ank this fall from his professor
, Trinity College. Conn. At the
This year he has issued,
of The Seventh Hill, his
ume of poetry. His work,
ton and the Victorians
of the recent American
wild verse, has brough
guished praise from England, whose
critics, Middleton Murry
doth sing!
;pt, I pray, th.
Awake, my lyre! tt
lay!
Awake! and sing I
|
Do
Tower Hill where ; You of the good
through
8. See that the lights are perfectly I dent's Aid Society by their
adjusted. membership dollar. No student '
9. Use your horns. to feel that she is receiving charity
10. Do not have so many in the : fr°m her fellow-students. On the
front seat that the driver is crowded, other hand, translating charity as
11. Do not allow others to ride on i in the Biblical manner, we cannot
the running-boards. reflecting that love of one's i
12. Do not start on yellow where
;
men should certainly begin with
there are stop-lights, nor make a right fellow-students. Because of the natural
turn on red. diffidence which veils the subject
13. Do not turn in the Wellesley all sides, it is left to the Society itself
Square. to publish its good works, in an ai
14. Pay more attention to your own report.—a little pamphlet full of s
driving than to others. of perseverance which would ast
15. Watch all traffic and parking non-members could they be generally
signs closely.
!
known. Students' Aid Society feels
16. Make as little




get your and many
WORTH NOTING?
of knowledge is a toilsome pursuit, al-
most without exception college stu-
dents carelessly place their mental ac-
quisitions between two black leather
flaps in most precarious loose-leaf
style. Next to the collapse of Wall
Street or an earthquake in Japan we
can think of no calamity more de-
vastating than the loss of one note-
book by one student. The passing of a
ns, and its little
r this and that
the safeguard;
health, unhappiness or ab-






Dread Chaos then came
opening door
And took the place of Clio
Twas then, ch Discord! Then,




















Let me not harp much longer on this
string;
It groans to bear the burden that I









May they all n
ideal quality of his poetry
-er will read in Room 24,
lall. at 4:40 Tuesday after-
K. L. B.
ENTERTAINMENT REGULATIONS
The attention of all organizations is
called to the supervision which the
Student Entertainment Committee ex-
ercises over all respective entertain-
ments planned for the coming school
term of 28-29. The co-operation of
each organization is urgently asked and
a careful perusal of the regulations
concerning the functions of the Com-
mittee is suggested by referring to
Section E, Pt. I-A under General Direc-
tions of College Government in the












We are putting Wellesley s lit-
efforts before the collegiate
world; it is a college publica
Wellesley girls which aims 1
in their literary aspirati<
This must be a 100^
writing.
We are going to n
special articles. The fin
premises one of them:
"Why I Wouldn't Want
Woman for my '
By Howard G. Sawyer. Brown '30.
You can't afford to miss them!
5. We need your financial and
Welle,le\
l\ 1 I I I M I \ <.(,' \\IM> \l 4. Ill I Ks
-.. Henrietta Edith R Keisei 01,
Ashby. Elizabeth Elizabeth Leonard. '05
Barnhart, A. Elizabeth
Mary Alice Breck, '05
Barnhart, Eleanor P.
Mary Alice Breck, '05
Camp, Sophie Ethel Doak, '04
Chamberlain, Mary i Advanced
Standing Student) Mary Libby, ex-'97





I practise with gusto;
My meals are all free;
Though only a crust-o.
"The hours of an exile.
Though many, may still
Be put to advantage
"And furthermore this
Ought to kill in each
A suspicion that I
Ever found my pill bi
Wouldn't it be appropriate and ii
character to have a well polished skil
let instead of a mirror in the kitchen
ette which is serving as a boi
year It seems to us that it would
more -unable than the mirror hang
stand. We also recommend dish-
as making fine drapery materi
nice bean plant would make a c
anatomical charts illustrating th
able and otherwise parts of ch
surest that a an.'Lilatiii- hbrarv
victrola records be estabished in
dormitory. It would preferably
late from floor to floor and not
door to door. This would enable
'one to enjoy the new records, not
the people who never live next to
consequently never are exhausted
lem. A board of trade might be
established. That is, two February
Is for one June one; three best
f last year for one of this; or any
for then partiality cannot creep into
the bargains.
CIRCUS PRODUCTS'.'
Barnum Swallows is the inadvertent
designation of a new member of the








I hereby subscribe to The Literary
Review for the year 1928-29. I will
pay the subscription price of $1.00
upon the receipt of the first issue.
Urn nry
?ront Page or Gentlejnen of the Prt
ocabulary. the NEWS reporters a




Gifts For All Occasions




DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS: 2.30 P. M. lo 5:00 P. M.




Makes Writing Twice as Easy
No pressure! The light weight < the
2S',I ! No <
This is Geo. S. Parker's 47th improvement. 32 pen
patents are included - 36 years' experience in making
fountain pens.
Here is true efficiency in the Modern Style— five
flashing colors, all in Non-Breakable barrels.
Parker Duofold Pencils and Parker Duofold Pens,
mat.ii-d in color, make handsome sets.
Look for the imprint, "Geo. S. Parker—DUOFOLD."
That mark identifies the only genuine.
'To prove Parker Duofold is a pen of lifelong per-
fecti'-n, we offer to make good any defect provided
complete pen is si nt by theowner direct to the factory
with 10c for return postage and insurance.









The Repertory Theatre slips back
to the eighteenth century for the
opening production of its thirteenth
season, The Beaux' Stratagem, by Mr.
Parquhar. The luck of its choice is
questionable.
The entire production shows a swag-
gering exaggeration. The villians are
bold and bad, patched and seamed and
horrible, twirling their monstrous rags
insolently with a certain childish satis-
faction. The gentlemen are lace be-
plicated diplomacy
msent of t
vi.M-siiic;ition. The innkeeper is ro-
nd and loquacious, consuming ale in
. quantities. Thomas Shearer
an excellent and realistic in-
line disturbs
the delicate farce, giving play ti
imdcrlvinu boisterousness. The comedy
skirts the edge of boredom,
, ust escapes it. A sense of
unreality pervades the production;
The n 1707,
slight note of artificiality neces-
inherent in a modern reproduc-






through marriage, journey t
and servant. Both discover
daughter of the local Lady
his servant in the more or less illegiti-
mate daughter of the rapscallion village
Innkeeper. In devious ways their suits
progress until complicated by the ad-
dition to the plot of a priest, highway-
men, and another lady. Rapidly thick-
ening intrigues bring almost all the
characters together in a bedroom scene
of melodramatic climax. Various vices
are given due prominence, but the evil
elements all receive their due reward
fortunes recuperate, loves are recipro-






I ;,M;nl:r . 1
ingly
really a native of Germantown, Penn-
lia. Sandwiched in the fairly
hilarious comedy is a moral for the
lations which persist in "waving
flags at each other," for the represen-
s of each country, all possessing
full share of national peculiari-
have only to meet to find that
sions of the meeting of the two families
are given. This broad comedy is acted
perhaps a shade better than the more
realistic scenes, and is particularly well
pointed. On the whole the comedy is
rather slowly, the burlesque being ob-
THEATRICAL SCENE
Tastv at the '
disguise; of
stiflable and is admirably impar-
company is well trained, Mr.
own acting being good, and the
supporting cast is quite adequate for a
play of this sort. What they would do
fallsPrin
stranger; and of the opposition of the
Royal Family until the stranger's rank
is discovered. The music and lyrics are
not unusual, but there are many dance
novelties and speed and pep.
The Sileyit House, the thriller at the
Majestic, is briefly summarized in the
amusing Pidgin-English jingle that ap-
peared in the London Sphere and was







Him get killed by snake
Brave, clean Englishman
Nice girlie take.
The Colonial is housing Americana
the second edition of J. P. McEvoys re
Roger Wolfe Kahn supplies thi
c while John ]
Have you seen the new Poetry?
The Buck in the Snow
West Running Brook
The Seventh Hill
The Thief by Bern-
SHAW'S COMEDY TO INTRODUCE
THEATRE GUILD TO WELLESLEY
That the New York Theatre Guild,
which is sending us George Bernard
Shaw's play. "The Doctor's Dilemma."
to Alumnae Hall in Wellesley College.
;>ne night only. Saturday night, Octo-
ber 27th. realizes to the fullest extent
the fact that there is great understand-
ing and appreciation of dramatic art in
cities outside of New York, is shown in
the fact that the Guild has no less than
nine Guild i
New York Theativ Guild's
tains and -.-tun-.-.
The visit to Boston of the Theativ
uild has been definitely settled upon
>r eight weeks. December 3 to Janu
y 26. the Hollis will offer a very un
ual theatrical menu—
Molnar's comedy. The Guardsman
Sil-Var's Plaunu/ n-itii
rru Millions, and Ben Jonson's de-
lightful Volpone. More of these anon.
Russel Crouse of the New York Even-
g Post says: In Japan's movie houses,
gentleman stands upon the stage and
supplies the subtitles. Over here,
though, we are much more thorough.






Mon. and Tues., Oct. 15 and 16
"The Loves of An Actress"
"Under the Black Eagle
"From Hand to Mouth"
erent theatres, several additional
s now under consideration for the
r future. Having assumed the lease,
ntly. of the Martin Beck Theatre.
continuing the triumphant engage-
it of "The Strange Interlude." at
John Golden Theatre, and with the
O'Neill's
;
opening of a really stupendous presen-
So This Is London
the one to which most of the student
body is accustomed. No crowd of Wel-
lesley girls disembarked from the 7:15
trolley: instead an audience of towns-
people gathered to see the comedy "So
This is London" as it was presented by
the Phidelah Rice Players. This stock
company is playing at various towns
Wellesley Hills regularly
evenings. Although tl
from the regular movie program should
be a welcome one. members of the
college had not turned out in force,
perhaps because of the necessity of
obtaining a chaperon for the occasion.
In fact when Mr. Rice in a curtain
speech expressed his gratitude for the
response of this "largely college
audience." the NEWS critic could not
help feeling specially flattered, as she
recognized herself as the
girl in the theatre.
This
othly presented.
e's production. The play deals with
complications arising when an
erican boy and an English girl an-
mce to their respective parents theii
jagement to eac i other. The com-
tation of "Faust" at the Guild's own
theatre on West Fifty-second Street.
Monday. October 8th, it will be readily
seen that the Theatre Guilds activi-
ties will keep this management well oc-
In sending their own Repertory Com-
pany to Wellesley for the presentation
of this Shaw play, the Theatre Guild
feels quite confident that their local
production will prove an outstanding
al with all Theatre Guild presentations,
special attention has been given to the
scenic, electrical, and technical en-
vironment. The large company is com-
posed of artists who have already cre-
ated "ruches" in the Guild's hall of
fame, each and every one being chosen
for his or her individual ability to ful-
fill the parts in the Guild's repertoire.
It includes Elizabeth Risdon. Peg En-
twistle. Beatrice Hendricks, Payson Ed-
wards, Warburton Gamble. Lowden
Adams. Brandon Evans, Paul McGrath.
Edwin Maxwell, Robert Keith, P. J.
Kelly. Neal Caldwell, Jack Quigley. and
BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
TO FEATURE TWO NEW SCORES
Stl.lV
sky's "Apollon Musagate" and Kodaly's
"Hary Janos." will be played by Serge
Koussevitzky at the second regular pair
of Boston Symphony concerts next Fri-
day afternoon and Saturday evening.
Stravinsky's score, a product of this
year, is in ballet form and concerns
Apollo and the Muses—Calliope. Polym-
nia and Terpsichore. Kodaly, the noted
Hungarian composer, will have his first
hearing at the Boston Symphony con-
certs with his suite. "Hary Janos.;' ]h
The latter part of the program will
comprise Shumann's Symphony in B
flat major. No. 1.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Out From Dreams and
Theories
life to make it satisfactory:
of what is hard, an outlet fo








Thirty-four women applicants have
recently passed in Boston the examina-
tions for admission to the practice of
law. Among the thirty-four women.
Miss Celia D. Raphael of Roxbury had
been graduated from her law school
at the age of twenty, and. because of
she was allowed to take the bar exam-
At Joliet, Illinois, a study has been
made of the school grades of unem-
ployed pupils in the high school with
those who carry on part-time work.
It is found that the unemployed pu-
pils are only one per cent higher in
their grades than those who are em-
ployed. The pupils who are employed
devote, it was found, approximately
two hours per day to employment out-
side of school hours, and the weekly
earnings per pupil was $4.82 for the
boys and $2.87 for the girls.
$550 FROM WELLESLEY
t)i;,t mil contributions i
Cross Hurricane Relief Fund
Any additional sums \
ceived by Miss Adams at the
The the
cently sent out an announcement of a
motion picture called Within the Gates.
This picture shows the great industrial
work rooms, the women working at the
machines, and in this case, tl
of making an ordinary shirt
garment.
a Navy store ship and started
speed for the sufferers.
point that gifts
funds are not gifts to
mt to a specified group
he Red Cross is sup-
the
annual Roll Call, which





Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana
October 19; another at
Labor College, at Katonah
e twenty-eighth. The
iing held by a group of co-oper-
ating organizations, under the leader-
of James Myers of the Federal
Council of Churches of America.
Three Vassar girls found an inter-
ing the "Bookworm Express" through-
out New England. The Express is an
d blue truck made over into a
avelling bookshop. They were weary
. the end of their travels of hearing
instantly: "Doesn't it remind
orley's Parnassus on Wheels?
January, playing The Ad-
en by that justly famous
ctor and producer. Charles
Rann Kennedy.
the players. Edith Wynne Mat-
in needs little introduction. She
played with Ben Greet, Beerbohm
and Henry Irving, the last alone
being enough to recommend her.
The
:
. play for adven-
an age-old yet
the struggle be-
WORK OF REGISTERED POSTER
MAKERS ONLY TO BE EXHIBITED
The Pubh College
Government wis res to have the co-




fill out an ordei blank and put it in
the envelope provided in the d build-
ing.
Do not go to vour best fr
is good in ' art" and ask her to make
your poster.
Everyone in the college
making or has made post is must
leuistfT wit Publicity C
or her wor v not appear on the
Bulletin Boards.
Every girl will be paid through C. A.
for the posters she makes. Poster
Makers: Don't fail to see the C. G.
Board in the Ad Building by Tuesday,
October 16. Jeanette E. Scott,
Chairman of Publicity.
The Important Half
-of dressing Lj ^ , r^)
V 4~
i nW




model at ?lu.uii. II.. Alligalur Cora-
'"'i ^
l»an>, Si. Louis, Mo. MP
ALLIGATOR
The Waffle Shop
fact, ordered from the publishers and 65 Central Street
collected along the route two or three
times a week—all sorts of books, from















MON., TUES.; WED., . . OCT. 15, 16, 17
time. The fees paid for
membership by thousands of students
last year are now doing their shar<
this relief work. Were it not for
,
the Red Cross
could not maintain its reserve of staff
patch one party of trained relief
ministrators to Porto
by the
breaking gale, and to send another
party to Florida in anticipation of
Weather Bureau :
that garden spot,
as to be prepared
struck. When the first word flashed
out of Porto Rico that local
stocks
of the homeless, the Red Cross on tl
day spent in New York City $160,000
It pork and
staples which were rushed int
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Biblio File
minded people in college or i
connected with college is the
Undergraduates, by R. H. E
The
this study of morale from first-hand
expressions of opinion, gathered frorr
twenty-three different colleges anc
universities, privately controlled ones
co-educational and non-co-educational
rural and urban, large and small, froir
all parts of the United States. The
b »'k clearly sets
to present them in
thought-provoking way.





dents, faculty. adminiMratorv religious
workers and athletic directors, but es-
pecially with student leaders. A gen-
was the only preface to the interview
names would be revealed. The result
is a frank exposition of college prob-
lems based for the most part on direct
quotations which are briefly inter-
preted and arranged by the authors.
It is more than interesting to com-
pare, Wellesley's problems and con-
of rger
lie two latest additions to the "Mod-
Library" are Gargantua and Pan-
uel by Rabelais and The Revolt of
Angels by Anatole Prance. The
t of Rabelais and France belongs
to the French alone but to all
lers in all countries. Rabelais be-
longs to all people who can laugh
heartily nd Anatole France to all
those whc can smile wisely. The hu-
mor of o e is rough and rugged, the
humor of the other is sharp and fine,
and both are equally wise. Much has
ten lately about Anatole
France, and his features and habits of
life are tnown to many. But the
name of Rabelais has suffered from
ignorance and false legends which rep-
drunken priest. In reality he was a
l, a doctor of high stand-
Tiend of the scholars and
princes of the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance.
ho feel that Emil Ludwig
his works too quickly, may
to learn that Goethe was
)20. It is one of Mr. Lud-
1 wig's earliest biographies, and the one
(which he considers his most serious
ind greatest effort. Two years later
:ame Genius and Character. In 1924
lame Napoleon; 1925, William II; 1926,
Bismark; and in 1927, Art and Destin-
then have been written
The Ivory Door by A. A. Milne, will
ipear in book form some time during
ftober. In his foreword to this play
\. Milne admits that he expects it to
labeled as "whimsical" and he has
, it deserves the title.
lection of Commander Richard
[Byrd's library for his South Pole
ht has brought, up the old question
jthe Desert Island Library again.
of the books that will help to
away the leisure of the members
Byrd expedition is Burton L.
The Home Book of Verse.
156 pages of poetry the ex-
in no danger of running out
it least.
, that sturdy, old Dutch gov-
| of New York. The value of the
in Van Loon's clear, simple
lmpiv^iomMic illustrations, his
his ability to make every-
iemarkably interesting.
CHINESE FEMINISTS TO THE FORE!
Chinese women for a social status equal
to that of the men is described in an
article in the current Asia, "Some Han-
kow Memories." by Anna Louise Strong.
sought its ends, the protection of slave-
girls and equality in marriage and di-
vorce, by irrelevant and iconoclastic
means. Two years ago. babUrd-luuivd
girls would stand at the city gates to
cut off forcibly the hair of women
passing by and would invade factories
the
unions to confine their efforts to the
more vital and painstaking task of pre-
venting bound feet, a reform which
requires continual watchfulness.
One of the fundamental problems
confront inn these women's unions is the
employment of abused slave girls who
seek their protection. Should they es-
tablish a precedent by educating and
housing these girls they would soon be
be making their lot better
of the average child in in-
'nder the Nationalist govern-
w had been passed by which
were to be "adopted daugh-
rights to two or three hours'
obeyed but wl
the master is possible, it is attempted.
The lack of money makes impracticable
the plan of combined workshop and
Divorce Problem Important
The unions have also assumed power
over divorce cases until the establish-
ment of the courts, a knotty problem
involving the good-will of the local
cities divorces were obtained simply by
announcement in the press, the usual
i being that of the one quoted:
Announcement of Divorce. Tang
-sen married to the first-born
jhter of Yong Sze-Ching, being
compelled by old-fashioned family ties.
We have mutually negotiated an
agreement of divorce after discussing
>r a long time. As a result we here-
by announce divorce in accordance
with the principles that people are
free in marriage and divorce. Both
are free hereafter.' "
The indomitable courage and visionary
spirit of these crusaders is shown in
the story of three of their number who
after having been subjected to the gibes
and jeers of soldiers in an enemy city
relatives to escape at last through the
city gates disguised in wigs. After hid-
ing for thirty days under the deck of
a junk they were discovered by a spy
who had to be bribed to silence, and
when at length they reached safety
their legs were so cramped that they
could not walk! Miss Strong tells how
in her meeting with these heroines they
bombarded her with questions about
religious, political and social affili-
ations, and how earnestly they were
considering the social and moral prob-
lems their movement is evoking.
SHOULD COLLEGES BE RUN ON
A STRICT BUSINESS STANDARD?
e our colleges playing poor?" asks
am B. Munroe in the October issue
e Atlantic Monthly. Several years
he collegiate world undertook the
exposure of the faulty financial meth-
f big business corporations. "The
as ways of Wall Street were in-
terpretated to Main Street in vigorous
colorful phraseology, with plenty
of apt illustration." "College profes-
s as a class are quick to see the
te in the other fellow's eye.
They take the righteousness of their
ir courses on public finance, busi-
:s organization, and accounting, they
will dissect a municipal budget or a
corporation balance sheet with caustic
lents, forgetting that criticism,
like charity, can sometimes make its
bi'yinnmi-! at home.
collr-i-., ;
2 there is a reason win '
not always ready to pr;
tise what they preach for the benefit of
others. They claim to be engaged in
the pursuit of truth, but that is not the
whole story. They want more endow-
ment, and there are two good talking-
points in their quest for it: namely,
that the college authorities have great
financial competence in handling the
and, second, that if additional bene-
factions are obtained they will be made
productive with the same efficiency. To
this end, the invested funds are often
juggled down and various assets writ-
ten off. The valuations are shrunk to
a point where they will not jeopardize
: college when it pas:
without a deficu is a rainy. Thai -
ment needs qualification. In
words, a college deficit is sometir
bugbear which is conjured up b;
In accomplishing
GUAR \MII-I) I K1-.M1
CJM0>
^THEFLOIM
some of the subterfuges which holding
companies have devised for masking
their time financial operations.
"There are many ways of getting the
balance on the wrong side of the ledger
when that consummation is desired.
And it generally is a desideratum in
college accounting, because a surplus is
one of the most embarrassing thinus a
college can possess. It is, in effect, an
invitation to every head of department
to come forward and raid the treas-
ury. Just announce that any college
has money unappropriated and within
a few hours the president can count
upon finding most of the faculty in his
waiting room. Before the burning ar-
dor of faculty enthusiasm, even a large
surplus will fade away like snowflakes
in June. In this fading process, how-
among those who
failed to get their share. Bette:
to have no surplus at all—and si
arranged by most college
CHIMNEY CAUSES ELIOT FIRE;
LOCAL FIREMEN AVERT DANGER
Sunday quiet prevailed on that
peaceful afternoon. Suddenly it was
rudely broken by the scream of a fire
engine as it tore madly along Wash-
ington Street in the direction of cam-





:ame a third. They
i Cottage Street and
few moments
were playing on Eliot
flames were crackling.
Crowds of people came from all di-
air, while lines of automobiles were
forming on both sides of Cottage and
Washington Streets. Tl
filed out of the house and
the path and the sidwalk. Some of
them carried valuables and some were
empty-handed. One girl, who came out
with her arms laden with a laundry




the window's, the crowd became more
lively and chatted excitedly in little
groups. Snatches of conversations
show the atmosphere. One freshman
ran up to a few of her friends and
asked breathlessly: "How soon can I
send a night letter? I know my family
will be worried to death!"
What is a "valuable"? One fresh-
inside?) while another
clutched a switch of false hair. One
girl had a fur coat over her arm, and
another bore a smock.
Among the people who watched the
fire were: Miss Knapp, Miss Hughes,




Arrangements Tei. weii. 0700 $ 58 Central street Anywhere
THE NEEDHAM INN
Now Open Under New Management
Caters to private parties, bridge parties, teas.
Tel. Needham 0171 1585 Great Plain Avenue






if you keep fresh and
alert by eating light
foods for breakfast.
You will gain all the
nourishment you








Two huge charts at the El table bear
our midst. These are the score cards
for the singles and doubles matches
which are in progress. Each fall for
a month or more this battle wages not
only between the players but between
the rain and tennis. Which is one
reason why you can't get a court now
by even the accepted methods of
bribing.
From eight in the morning until five
at night the Billings' courts seethe with
white figures. Balls whang against the
fence, shoot across the nets, rip into it,
bounce along the Matthison roof or
pop dangerously near the lake. Further
along in the Alumnae dip one comes
upon more players at the same thing.
Here bushes, trees and a perilous Mil-
side add incentives to the balls imbued
with a wander-lust. And up by Mary
Hemmingway one still is mobbed by the
showering volleys.
Not bad tennis, either, when one
stops to analyse it. Here and there an
exceptionally good stylist; a number of
heady players; some with no forrr
number of well-rounded games. <
crally you can differentiate the good
player from her fair sisters at a glance.
For she plays with a tenuous grace and
controlled speed that belies the effort
has reached the point where she a
to take each ball with perfect ti
LIBERAL CLUB WILL STUDY
SOCIAL PROBLEMS THIS YEAR
The Wellesley College Liberal C
held its first meeting of the year
Friday ullernoon, October fifth,
last year the meetings all concerned
political questions and as these a
l!i )|i;i1< i
energy. Psychologic
re-anticipate as the occasioi
Certainly there is a sheer physical
delight to tennis that is missing ir
less individualistic sports. It is th<
game of the individual. On her physi-
cal alertness and stamina and hei
"If you think you i
It's almost a cinch you won
Success begins with a fellow's
It's all in the state of mini
some period in her life. Once played,
it offers infinite opportunity for im-
provement plus the inducement of
possible achievement. For anyone can
learn to play tennis and if one wishes
hard enough, can excel at it. Even
though it lacks an original flavor to
"take tennis," it is being done. And
the game is something which can be
taken home from college and enjoyed
when the old group sports will be a
thing of the past. Perhaps that is
vim rr;i]i/e thai, the Swnruiiin-
Fund was increased by only a
over $100 through having Tony
ind his Marionettes here? When
nows of the effort expended in
to get an audience for this per-
nce. one can readiiv nuamin- Unit
heading the drive are a little
raged at the lack of response
;he college. It is alway.s possible
Sarg i
trying
go to see Tony Sarg.
The Athletic Association Executive
Board announces that the period of
training for fall sports is to be from
October 15 to November 10, with three
cuts allowed during that time. (A cut
means the infringement—whether ac-
cidental or intentional—of only one
training rule. All teams are to keep
training from this date until eliminated
from inter-class competition. All those
working for awards are to keep the
complete period of training, which ex-
tends from the date training begins un-
til formal competition. The Coach and
Head of Sport shall announce whether




lems. On November 12th Mr. Maurice
B. Reckitt, who is very prominent in
the social movement in Great Britain
is coming to address the college, and
fortunate in having arranged for a
small meeting with him on November
14th for the purpose of discussing
questions arising from his talk before
Besides this, it is planned to have
employees of various representative in-
dustries speak to the club throughout
the year and thus present some practi-
cal aspects pertinent to the labor situa-
tion as a whole. At the next meeting
of the club a young girl, who will give
first hand knowledge of the Textile in-
dustry from a worker's point of view,
will speak. The date of this meeting
will be announced later. In order to
give a certain unity to the year's pro-
gramme the Liberal Club expects to
have occasional discussion meetings for
the purpose of relating the specific
problems brought out by the different
outside speakers to the more compre-
hensive field of existing social con-
ditions which go to make up our pres-
:ivilization. Parallel in-
England will also be
ed upon for purposes of compari-






centers as Dennison House, the Boston
City Hospital, and the Robert B.
Brigham Hospital. The Family Wel-
fare Society is also helpful in pointing
out opportunities for service.
Another plan, no less useful and
perhaps of more general interest to
Wellesley. is that of maintaining a
lending library in the Christian Asso-
ciation office. This collection of new
books and of magazines will be open
to the college; and everyone is en-
couraged to make use of it. Among
the magazines will be The World To-
morrow, edited by Dr. Neibuhr, who
has recently gone from Detroit to New
York University. And especially con-
venient is the collection of second-
hand text-books which may be bor-
rowed for the year, eliminating not
only extra expense, but the trouble-
some process of selling the books in
All these services, ir
Christian Association's program for t






'Continued Page 1, Col. 2i
Another graduate student spen
ar in a western college and the
fore in the Cours des Jeunes Filles
France. Mile. Violette Adele Boglic
is born in Marseilles and then at-
tended private schools in Paris and
Marseilles. She intends to take an
t. in English, and covered one-
the requirements for this in the
Cours des Jeunes Filles. She took hei
at St. Catherine's in St. Paul,
Chieko Utsumi is a graduate of the
Woman's Christian College at Toklo
;omes from Japan to study
years in the Wellesley Hygiene
Department, before she returns to Ja-
in to teach physical training.
From the Woman's College in Con-
stantinople comes Miss Guzin Ihsan
ias done work chiefly in the fields
e Sciences, English, French and
Turkish. She now expects to spend
ears here studying in the Hygiene
Department.
There are three underclassmen: one
om Japan, one from China, and an-
her from Albania. Miss Yoshi Suga-
ara is from Tokio, and studied for
four years at Miss Tsuda's College in
Sendai, specializing in English, which
she afterwards taught in the high
school in Kuioto. She is now a sopho-
Thelma Jen transferred from Yen-
iing, Wellesley's sister college. She
so is a sophomore and comes from
Tientsin, China.
Djanfise Frasheri is a freshman
whose home is in Tirana, Albania. For
ears Djanfise studied at the
Kyrias Institution in Albania, and she
i taking a pre-medical course.
i Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
itiated last week. More than forty
COLLEGES SHOW INTEREST IN
LEAGUE OF NATIONS' AFFAIRS
American colleges are showing an
increasing interest in the League of
Nations, according to answers received
by the National Educational Committee
of the League of Nations Non-Partisan
Association to an inquiry recently sent
to 893 institutions throughout the
United States. Mrs. Harrison Thomas,
secretary of the committee, says:
One hundred seven answers came in
from the colleges. Each one in reply
le first question indicated that
le instruction in regard to the
League is given in the regular college
3S, mainly in general or modern
history, international law or inter-
national relations. Courses in eco-
nomics and political science also in-
clude the study of the League, as do
Cumimi-u . Page 1, Col.
The labor problem on the Firestone
ncessions is of vital importance
America's foreign policy
Agreement contained e
clause which obliges the Liberian Gov-
ernment to help obtain a labor s
for working the territory of the
cession. This is being made worth
while by the payment of one c<
per The
they
more than a living, which they can get
without working for anyone. There-
fore, to get labor the men having plan-
tations to work must appeal to the
Liberian Government representatives
of fifty thousand "civilized" Liberians.
who do not scruple to use force and





and the pn-sim wmniUtry i.iijm
supply will not last. Soon the compul-
iiuiiuid will have to be employed
has been by other nations. The
on immediately arises as to
whether the United States State De-
partment should not prevent American
capital from employing abusive methods
developing resources abroad? So far
a action of the State Department in
regard to any American capital abroad
een to encourage it in developing
policy, it will have recog-
;e of forced labor, and the
ipitalist's "abusive exploit-
of primitive peoples." Thinking
United States in this
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The advent of Americas most famous
"upix-nspicler was heralded by Dana
Hall and Wellesley with an enthusiasm
which convinces even the most skep-
tical of the eternal youth of faculty
and students alike. Tony Sarg's fault-
lessly trained cast of marionettes pre-
sented this year the Adventures of
Christopher Columbus, based on the
' the Great Navigator, by
E slightly questionable
In point of historical accuracy
miniature production satisfied all.
the scholars of history, as high-grade
Isabella
nann Scherzo top. 41, no. 1),
msurpassed brilliance of
novement. amply redeemed
artisny and playing their parts
.
a natural ease that immediately
lience into an intimate
their fears and aspira-
tions. Fair Queen Isabella was de-
lightful in her naivete, her supreme
'.uinurm,.
ment wnicn she evinced upon her hus-
band's stern rejection of the proposal.
Again, as she bargained away all her
jewels to Isaac "the Christian" for the
wherewithal to finance the expedition
of the Pinta, the Ninta and the Santa
Maria, we felt grave alarm at her in-
nocence. "Had I not seen you at Mass
this very morning, I would think you
a Jew!" she cries in an agony of de-
spair over the ducats offered her bj
this bespectacled moneylender with ths
long white beard and the black skull-
Nothing is left to the imagination.
Although Antonio, Columbus' fldtu
old wife loves him with a devotion that
prostrates her upon the ground as the
ships sail away under the benediction
of the Cardinal, true visionary that he
is. Once more all strain upon the
imagination is obviated. Faithful An-
tonio pitches overboard the villainous
Portuguese pirate who attempts to stab
the Admiral. The very next scene
leaves no doubt as to his fate; we are
under the sea, schools of fish swish
their crudely flexible tails about, and
'A H. M„" who was present at the
Wellesley concert, wrote of the Quar-
tette (Boston TranscriptJ:
end in itself; always it is means to the
unfolding of the hidden glory of the
music in hand, be that music the clas-
sical play of the early Beethoven trying
the refreshing coolness of a Gallic
Ravel also still in the first blush of
youth; or the verve and ardor of a
itic Schumann."
5 of interest that the quartette of
America. Therefore to hear it aetua
played is practically the only way th
one may enjoy it, and Wellesley
doubly fortunate in the choice of pr
It was a disappointment not to ha
had Mrs. Coolidge at Wellesley for t:
concert; her unending generosity
del !
in order that Portugal might claim the
honor. Simultaneously, the largest and
hungriest fish enters upon the scene
and exits, well satisfied.
A word must be said for Tony Sarg's
Indians, and for the monkey mistaken
by Antonio for a representative native
of San Salvador. The latter pricked
up his ears and muttered "Spain.'' and
"queen" in charmed accents when
promised by Antonio that he might
sail back with them, but upon the as-
surance of an education, he turned and
fled with a wisdom which belied his
J. S.
tat we should have been glad to e
ess directly our gratitude for this t
'CKiliy line concert.
E. J. L.. '29.
ART MUSEUM NOTICES
Mrs. Margaret Harden Wright of the
iss of 1892, a delicate draughtsman
whose studies and sketches have
ranged from New England to New Or-
leans, and the Cathedrals of Europe,
:cessful etcher, a most accom-
plished designer of book-plates, has
found still another field in collecting
engravings and lecturing upon various
methods of reproduction.
She is now lending to the College
Art Museum an interesting collection
of prints of various periods and pro-
cesses, as etchings, aquatints, mezzo-
tints, woodcuts, ranging in styles from
Rembrandt and seventeenth century
French engravers, down to Seymour
Hayden and contemporary etchers.
Mrs. Wright will lecture informally
in the Art Gallery at 4:40 o'clock
Wednesday. October 24th, and will
plain the different methods and i
diums. illustrating them by an
in of the tools used.
n upper corridor of the Art I
there is hung an interesting
n of sketches and studies by
Mary Louise Loomis and
Helen Hamilton, assistant instructors
work of the two young artist;
together, or blue, white and red, or any
of a hundred combinations designed
by ingenious electricians. The stage
is now in the hands of Mr. Whitehouse,
college electrician and invaluable help-
er of the Barnswallows.
The wiring being completed, the rest
as they desire to try out their ideas.
Those on costumes, scenery, lighting
and properties especia
useful, When a play is to be given
Lhere will be no guess work as to color
effects and setting proportions. It will
all be tried out on the baby stage first.
Possibly Wellesley's next organization
the very prospect of the stage is
being met with enthusiastic approval,
and enthusiasm fosters many plans.
The idea of mock-stages is not new
in the theater world. As sculptors,
ship-builders, inventors, and architects
have always had their models, so the
theater has had for many years. At
present nearly all of those in America
which produce their own plays, such as
the Repertory Theaters, use them.
Miss Ripley of the Boston Repertory,
who helped with the costumes for June
The stage will not be completed in
time to be used for the Informals on
November 3, but the Fall Play in
December will be a result of this ex-
Criticism of Barn
Apropos of this, it is the opinion of
me disinterested critics that with
iprovement certain of Barn's pro-
ductions will closely approach perfec-
on. A sponsor of the Theater Guild
i New York and close observer of





i:lri>i,HidiiV--. up the figure
THE ROTH STRING QUARTETTE
Well-deserved is all the adulati<
that has been heaped on the players
from Budapest, not only by their 1
audience in Wellesley. but also by t
even larger audiences in subseqi
concerts. In Paine Hall they played
quartettes of Mozart. Bartok and
BeethovenWpllpsley concer
a Ravel and a Schumann, a program
which fitted admirably into the courses
of study in the music department as
well as being indicative of the three
outstanding stages of quartette writ-
ing: the classical, the modern, and the
romantic. The players were perfect in
their rendition of the three styles. The
daintiness and purity of the Beethoven
top. 13. no. !i were obtained by a strict
devotion to the unity of the ensemble,
hly sensuous effects of the
Ravel gave constant display of the
xme-colur of the individual
The viola was especially sensi
this The true humor of the
We might
larcoal heads and the sheets of cari-
itures and of quick ("thumb nail",
sketches in the park and on the sub-
way by Miss Loomis, and the delicatt
water-color head, the striking macaw
and the noble magnolia by Miss Ham-
The •pt.'ci.ilh
LITTLE EXPERIMENTAL STAGE
BEING CONSTRUCTED FOR BARN
is of lighting, scen-
It is to be about
he size and shape of a soap box with
in open side for the front of the
stage." and a removable top for con-
enience in arranging the settings
rfthin. There will be both top lights
nd footlights, but instead of an entire
ow of these there are only three
ockets. This is because, although
lany colors of lights are used, more
ban three are rarely combined. So
there may be put in the sockets small
bulbs of green, amber and red
Last weeks NEWS, owing to a
inter's error, announced that the
New York Theater Guild was to appear
trenches. In it they found the humor,
wit, beauty, emotion v.fliich soothed
them. The wounded read Faust in the
hospitals to lift themselves beyond
their pain. The German prisoners of
war asked for and were granted per-
mission to presen
'Today Faust is










WILL MEET IN CONNECTICUT
This year the thirteenth Annual Con-
ference of the Women's Intercollegi-
'FAUST" AS GOETHE WROTE IT
OFFERED BY THEATRE GUILD
Faust, which occupied Goethe dur-
ing half a century in writing, anc
which was destined to become thf
5reat national drama of Germany, ii
not of the world, was. curiously enough
nevci considered by its author as a
phi\
>r fiftyGoethe's genius poured
No play has ever been so mutilated
in production, nor has any play had
such interpretive skill granted it. It
the general impression that when
Theatre Guild lifts its curtain.
Faust will be given its first presenta-




t than Faust expert-
y done. Certainly no pin
lad more acting versions




•t- a colossal spectacle, was tech-
nically such a herculean task for th<
e of that time that no one oi
the stage.
"The popularity of the drama has
grown ever greater. New theatric
lurm.N unci in Futtsi what older lonii.-
left untouched. New political govern-
ments and their subjects find it more
pertinent drama than did the former
ones. The theatre, growing more and
more technically powerful, glories in
the wide ijc^ibililies tin* play otle:s
"Faust was one of the most popular





Wellesleyan Shoe Repairing Co.
35 Central Street
cleaning service for college stu





25 Central St. Wellesleyan Blocl
Tel. Wei. 1079-M
October 19-21 at Connecticut College,
New London. Subjects of Interest both
college newspapers will be discussed.
Therefore it is usual for the editor-in-
and the business manager to at-
tend, but the representation is not
d to these, and junior members






by Sydney H. Blackstone
volume of love lyrics and mncellani.\i
TO THE LADIES!
the dear, dear ladies,
their smiles, caresses and their sighs.
nr rin-tutions and vexations.
their lips, their kisses and their
. .
f^
— and the many other im-
portant social highlights of
the college year, one of the
new Gunther coats of fur,
or of fine cloth fur-trimmed
— is a pre-requisite.
Such a wrap gives one the
serene confidence of lookin
one's best—which is half





FIFTH AVENUE ,11 36th 3 fREET
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
Thursday, Oct, 11: 8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Virginia Onderdonk.
President of College Government, will
lead.
Friday, Oct. 12: 8:15 A. M. Morning
Chapel. Miss Judith Williams of the
Dept. of History, will lead.
7:30 P. M. Green Tea Room, Alum-
nae Hall. Meeting of Alliance Fran-
7:30 P. M. Alumnae Room, Alum-
nae Hall. Meeting of Mathematics
Club. All sophomores who have elect-
ed mathematics this year are cordially
invited to attend.
7:30 P. M. Shakespeare House.
Meeting of Circulo Castellano.
Saturday, Oct. 13: 8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Dean Tufts will lead.
Sunday, Oct. 14: 11:00 A. M. Me-
morial Chapel. Preacher. Rev. Arthur
H. Bradford. Central Congregational
Church, Providence, Rhode Island.
7:30 P. M. Memorial Chapel. Dr.
Kirtley F. Mather of the Department
of Geology, Harvard University, will
speak on "World Unity Through Sci-
ence and Religion."
Monday, Oct. 15: 8:00 P. M. Billings
Hall. Dr. John Herman Randall, rec-
tor of World Unity Foundation, and
Editor of the World Unity Magazine,
will speak of "Our Changing World
and Its New Demands for Unity."
Tuesday. Oct. 16: 8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. President Pendleton will
lead.
Pay Day (A-L, inclusive).
4:40 P. M. Room 24 Founders Hal!.
The second poet's reading. Mr. Robert
Hillyer, who has succeeded Professor
Copeland in the chair of poetry at Har-
vard University, will read his own
Wednesday, Oct. 17: 8:15 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Professor Hart will lead.
Pay Day 1M-Z, inclusive).
7:00 P. M. Eliot House. Christian
Association Meeting.
NOTE: Beginning October 15 at Col-
lege Art Museum: Exhibition of Prints:
including etchings, engravings, mezzo-
tints, acquatints, stipple prints, wood
cuts and lithography selected by Mar-
garet Harden Wright, Wellesley, 1892.
ENGAGED
'23 Eleanor Johnson to Mr. Philip
K. Bates, M. I. T. '24.
'28 Mary Tait Hamilton to Mr.
Arthur James Winder. College of Wil-
liam and Mary '25. Harvard Law
School '28.
. ' i. Ml IP
HORN
'17 To Phyllis Burke Ede,erton. a
son, Dan Seymour. March 15.
To Edith Hudson Ray, a son and
third child, Ian Hudson, May 13.
'18 To Olive Bryant Dowley, a third
son. Bruce, in January.
To Louise Stockbridgc Friebus. a son,
Theodore Stockbridge, in May.
To Evelyn Nay Grant, a second son,
July 21.
'19 To Margaret Littlehales Vonder-
smith. a third daughter, in July.
•20 To Elizabeth Cox Wright, a son,
Christopher, June 19.
To Kathryn Collins Stackhouse. a
daughter. Patricia, July 20.
To Grace Hartman Hartley, a son,
Peter Allison.
To Marion Rcckford Mack, a son,
Walter Reckford, June 25.
'21 To Eugenia Brown Seavey, a
daughter, Eugenia Steiner, August 1.
To Helen Wilson Williams, a second
daughter, September 22.
To Margaret White Lynn, a daughter
and third child, Elizabeth Anna,
July 22.
To Josephine Abbot Peck, a second
son, William Laurence, July 27. 1927.
To Miriam Boyd Parlin. a son,
Charles Coolidge. February 12.
To Helen Robertson Wright, a son,
Robert Prentice.
'22 To Emma vail Luce Severinghaus,
a daughter, October 1.
Tn Murjorie Capcn Bryan, a daugh-
ter and first child.
To Pauline Watkins Crane, a daugh-
ter and first child, Pauline Ruth.
April 1.
To Harriet Holcombe Damon, a first
son and third child, William Alden.
July 15.
To Marion White Gunby, a son,
George Whiting Clarke, May 24.
'24 To Clara Lukcns MacPhee, twin
daughters, Dorothy Lukens and Phoebe
DIED
ex-'83 Flora Elvira Kendall, Sep-
tember 5, 1928.
•97 Mr. Selwyn Z. Bowman, father
of Mabel E. Bowman. September 30,
STRANGE INSECTS DESCEND ON
RARE WELLESLEY VEGETATION
Stealthy and unwelcome visitors
liave crept upon the Wellesley campus
almost unnoticed. Mr. Spurr, official
Forester, has discovered this fall an
[us and beetle attacking
partnership several of the finest,
ure elms. The beetle gnaws its
POMIV-J the e insidious my-
Conversely the fungus often settles in
slight crevice, widening that for the
trance of the accompany beetle. De-
y and death often follow; and
rgery is the only remedy.
A more exclusive and aloof person-
ality is the bronze borer, who with
more perspicacity makes its home in
rnamental paper birches, scorn.
-
ie commoner grey variety. The
descends from the upper ifmons.
uirdling the tree
No preventative m curative
)ds are known; its onslaught is a
sentence. With admirable judg-
ment these borers have attacked one
le loveliest birches on campus,
class tree of 1893, and this is
Feral instances, however, prove
lerformed. The large double pine
growing near the hill on which
Waite has her home had long
in a precarious position. The de-
cayed area was removed, the aperture
filled, and the entire tree braced with
•n rod. When the tree now bends
the
Hall, upon which some experimental
surgery and feeding was executed last
Spring. Mr. Spurr votes the process a
NEW LECTURER AT WELLESLEY
WRITES ON SPEECH PROBLEMS
Miss Marguerite DeWitt.
Co-ordination of Voice, Diction. Dia-
lectology and International Problems
of Speech has been appointed lecturer
the Reading and Speaking Depart-




er work at Welles-
her appointment
Wishing to be known as a "lecturer,
consultant, author, not as a teacher."
Miss DeWitt regards her work at Wel-
lesley as the practical experience neces-
sary to make her writing on speech
problems convincing. Most of her
time is spent in her New York studio,
but she comes to Wellesley for a two
days' stay each week, during which
time she delivers her lectures.
26 Weston Road near Ridgeway
Mrs. Neil Squires, Hostess
Wishing you were here."
To which I replied, "The
Junior Misses' Shops are
full of thrilling college cos-
tumes. Wishing you were
here."
An hour spent in the J. M.S.
selecting clothes means





are cordially invited to avail themselves of the
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you
that any business entrusted to us will receive our
best attention.
Safe Deposit Boxes fc
i and up.
rent $5.00 per An-
The Wellesley National Bank
Capital $150,000 Surplus $250,000
SUE PAGE STUDIO
Wellesley, Mass.
Tel. Wellesley 0430 CHRISTMAS PH0T0CRAPHS
AT WELLESLEY INN
'When dreary without
' Tis cheery within
DRESSES FOR SPORTS WEAR
Tweed Dresses in Silk or Wool
a splendid assortment in sizes and colors $16.50
Side Hook Girdles, Wrap Arounds, Step- Ins and Bras,
for every figure. Garter belts, sanitary goods and sniallw
Lovely Undies in Crepe de Chine and Hosiery
Service Weight.
ELEANOR Inc.
33 Central Street - Wellesley, Mass.
THE ORIOLE




Halloo your name to
the reverberate hills,
and make the babbling
gossip of the air cry out"
The Bard of Avon gave much
eouJ .ijvicc. And this piece ccr-
uinlv has been followed by
Coc.-Cola:
The drink yott read about. And
the little ,ut sign brightens the
streets and corners of cities and
towns everywhere, its name more
familiar than the names of the
streets themselves.
K million n tiny — IT HAD T
